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Dear reader,

Throughout this zine, there is a focus on the 

importance of language for migrants, before,

during, and even decades after their journey 

across the border. As you read, I hope you  

discover the power behind language, the close 

bonds that can form due to shared cultural identity,

and the unfortunate isolation that can result from

xenophobia in this country. I wrote this not as a first-

hand sufferer, but as a close friend and ally to many

first-generation citizens who have had to grow up

witnessing the hatred their family members still

journey through each day. You will realize that for

many migrants, this journey through the desert

 never ends, only a change of scenery and a new type

        of suffering. 

                                   -Emi Ponzetti



Language 

              &  Culture 
" Our most sophisticated means of communication is through

language—a foundation stone of every human culture,"
(Haviland 2016, 180).

Language works as the main form of communicating our

culture to others, allowing for migrants crossing the border to

grow connected as they relate through the cultural aspects of

chistes and stories of their backgrounds.  A shared language

allows for inside jokes and the forming of trust through the

familiarity of those around us. Just as meeting someone from

my hometown provided security at college, they find a way to

feel at home within their fellow travelers even in the

treacherous landscape of the Sonoran Desert.

"I do not mean to say that being a Latino gives me privileged
insight into the plight of border crossers, but only that many of
the people I interviewed felt comfortable enough to dispense

with linguistic formalities and knew that I had the cultural
competency to understand their use of pendejadas in various

conexts, "  (De León 2015, 93). 



From this cultural root of Spanish, the migrants grow into

a language/speech community. Though they may come

from countries and regions stretching all through Central

and South America, they are united under their use of

Spanish. Though dialects can cause separation, they come

together through understanding and acceptance. This

community acts as a new family, new kin to rely on and

protect from the hatred around...

Language
Communities

The principal unit of analysis in the ethnography of community is the speech
community. A speech community is a group of speakers who share a

language and patterns of language use. Members of the community speak
more often with each other than they do with members outside the

community," (WWU 2008).

"dialects - the varying forms of a language that reflect particular

regions, occupations, or social classes that similar enough to be

mutually intelligible," (Haviland 2016, 189).

"Despite their grumbling stomachs, everyone
laughs at the chiste. It's all you can do to keep

from crying," (De León 2015, 120).



The United States' 

Stigma Around Spanish

"Spanish predated English in arriving in what is
now the United States. For 400 years, the two
languages have co-existed; today’s immigrants

continue to bring variation," (Carter 2005).

      Though the United States is neighbors

    with Central America and has an increasing

  population of Spanish speakers, there has

  been a growing resentment for Latinx people

since the country declared its independence.

This foundation of xenophobia has become

normalized with people openly chanting,

"Build the wall." Only welcoming new

    migrants with hatred and distrust, their 

          journeys through hell only persist to 

              to include everyday bigotry.    Year/U.S. Hispanic 
Population

2000
35,204,000

2010
50,730,000

2015
56,477,000

2017
58,838,000

 (PEW Research 2020)



The Rise & Fall of Spanish

in the United States

Though many U.S. citizens would conclude that Spanish is

"taking over" the country in disgust, research shows that due to

the lack of acceptance and accessibility for Spanish speakers,

newly arrived migrants have to trade in their comfort language

for English. This has caused older speakers to desperately try to

pass on the language, not wanting dialects to be extinguished

due to hatred.

"For many ethnic minorities, efforts to counter the threat of
linguistic extinction or to resurrect already ex-tinct languages form

part of their struggle to maintain a sense of cultural identity and
dignity,"(Haviland 2016, 187).

"Mr. Juaréz García looks confused,"
 

'Your honor, my client doesn't speak a lot of
Spanish. He speaks a native dialect,' 

 
'Do you think he speaks enough to enter a

plea?'
(De León 2015, 112).

(PEW Research 2020)



THE UNITED STATES WELCOMES YOU

TRACY K. SMITH

Why and 
by whose

 power w
ere you 

sent?

What do 
you see 

that you
 may wis

h to ste
al?

Why this
 dancing

? Why do
 your da

rk bodie
s

Drink up
 all the

 light? 
What are

 you dem
anding

That we 
feel? Ha

ve you s
tolen so

mething?
 Then

What is 
that lea

ping in 
your che

st? 

What is the nature of your mission? Do you seek
To offer a confession? Have you anything to do
With others brought by us to harm? Then
Why are you afraid? And why do you invade
Our night, hands raised, eyes wide, mute
As ghosts? Is there something you wish to

confess?
Is this some enigmatic type of test? What if we

Fail? How and to whom do we address our appeal?
(Academy of American Poets 2018)

https://www.poetryfoundation.org/poets/tracy-k-smith


Xenophobia in My Life

As someone born in the United States, raised with English as my first

language, I am privileged to say I have not experienced any of the

things covered in this zine. This is not to say however, that I have

never been a witness to acts of hatred against my Latinx friends, sadly.

 

Starting at early as middle school, I watched my childhood best

friend's mother get mocked and berated by other mothers after

simply offering them homecooked Mexican food when volunteering

for lunch. I remember my friend growing embarrassed of her heritage

with age, both her parents immigrating from Mexico in their twenties.

She was mocked for her grandma's thick accent, though her grandma

always held her head high and I remember her reminding my friend

to be proud and "not give them what they want." 

With age things only got worse in the areas around me, 2016 brought

fear for my close friends, as they tried to hide their Latinx culture from

hateful peers who made jokes that, "they'd miss them once the wall

was built and their family was throw over it."

Even at The College of Wooster, I witnessed my close friend struggling

to keep his residential housing on campus after the school realized,

"his parents' information lacked social security numbers." 

As a white woman, I cannot speak on behalf  of the Latinx 

 community. But as a witness to acts that I myself have been privileged

to never go through, I desperately hope that our country realizes the

beauty within the Spanish language and becomes more accepting of

those who speak it.   

 



Border Separated

Families

Border separation can cause several issues for families,

especially depending on who was sent and who was

left behind. Overall though, they risk losing their loved

ones, either due to the desert's harsh landscape or due

to issues in communication/cultural differences.

"I'm gonna send money back as soon as I can,' he told them. His
papa waited until Carlos was gone before he went out behind the

house, sat down on a plastic bucket, and cried," (De León  2015,
46).

"Moreover, immigrant languages are usually lost by the third
generation of speakers," (Carter 2005).

"She couldn't give her kids all the things they wanted. I think that's
what made her want to do this...Maricela migrated for her children,

and it is they who are now at the center of trauma and social
reconfiguration," (De León 2015, 244, 258).



Translation for Mamá
Richard Blanco 

What I’ve written for you, I have always written

in English, my language of silent vowel endings

never translated into your language of silent h’s

I’ve transcribed all your old letters into poems

that reconcile your exile from Cuba, but always

in English. I’ve given you back the guajiro roads

you left behind, stretched them into sentences

punctuated with palms, but only in English.

 Lo que he escrito para ti, siempre lo he escrito

              en inglés, en mi lengua llena de vocales mudas

              nunca traducidas a tu idioma de haches mudas.

 He transcrito todas tus cartas viejas en poemas

              que reconcilian tu exilio de Cuba, pero siempre

              en inglés. Te he devuelto los caminos guajiros

              que dejastes atrás, transformados en oraciones

              puntuadas por palmas, pero solamente en inglés.

(Academy of American Poets 2005)

https://poets.org/poet/richard-blanco


I have recreated the pueblecito you had to forget,

forced your green mountains up again, grown

valleys of sugarcane, stars for you in English.

 He reconstruido el pueblecito que tuvistes que olvidar,

              he levantado de nuevo tus montañas verdes, cultivado

              la caña, las estrellas de tus valles, para ti, en inglés.

I have captured you in English at the kitchen table

waiting for the café to brew, the milk to froth,

and your life to adjust to your life. In English

you’ve learned to adore your losses the way I do.

Translation for Mamá
Richard Blanco 

(Academy of American Poets 2005)

https://poets.org/poet/richard-blanco


"Linguistic anthropologists also focus on the sociali-zation process
through which individuals become part of a culture. Children take on
this fundamental task as they grow and develop," (Haviland 2016, 9).

Struggles of 
Bilingual Children

"code-switching - the practice of changing from one

mode of speech to another as the situation demands,

whether from one language to another or from one dialect

of a language to another," (Haviland 2016, 190).

Children left by parents who send money from the U.S. can

end up feeling abandoned, rejecting their gifts in hopes of

love. While children who are sent over the border can feel

distant from their heritage, not knowing most of their

family.

"Jose began to suffer from what some in Ecudaor call dolor de dolares (the pain of
dollars), a double-edged phrase that refers to both the feelings of abandonment that
children of migrants experience and their faraway parents' attempts to assuage this

pain with American cash and gifts," (De León 2015, 268-69). 

Even when moved with their family, these children suffer

to find an identity, not fitting the "ideal" of their original

culture not the American they have become.



8 Confessions of My Tongue
Noel Quiñones

I've snuck past the borders of another mouth today,
 made an accent taste like kinship,

 and watched myself drown in false comfort.
There's always a countdown when you realize

 I am not fluent in Spanish. 
I can't even pronounce Quiñones 

without a stranger examining the air it took to learn it.

Everything here is a devious memory, 
a hungry saying gobbling itself into existence.

I yell Marc Anthony lyrics and think volume equates to knowledge.
I tell myself it's not lying if I feel something,
 but I'm always the last one to yell 'Wepa,' 

forever late to my own identity

My tongue is a country-less serpent.
 They whisper of my fraud on the block and in the classroom,
 but all I have to offer are these two full skins fits into a name

 I've worn so many of my family members stories
 that I confuse my childhood for theirs. 

ONE

TWO

THREE

FOUR
I can't remember the last time I didn't use Google Translate 

to prove myself to a poll

(WanPoetry Youtube 2016)



I practice self-torture in front of the mirror every morning,
 mimic whatever words I stole 

to make myself a more Latin thing.
I remember the first time I asked for help 

when to use 'por' or 'para' in a sentence,
 and they said, "You just feel it."
you're just supposed to feel it

8 Confessions of My Tongue
Noel Quiñones

I don't.

FIVE

SIX

SEVEN

EIGHT
My tongue is a gringo's last hope,

a stutter beneath a foreign accent mark
A transcontinental thing stuck in it's own ocean.

Now you don't belong anywhere.

This means I am not as fluent as my poems.
They are an imagined 'latinidad,'

Where my grandmother wasn't spit on every day for not knowing English 
and that never translated to her never teaching us 

(WanPoetry Youtube 2016)
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